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SECTOR ANALYSIS AND
WORKINGWORwoh SENTENCES
by lynn E henrichsen
this is a continuation of sector analysis english language proficiency and their per-

formanceand working sentences which appeared in formance in writing essays demonstrated a
the spring 1977 TESL reporter part I1I1 substantial deficiency and a definite need for
dealt with the textbook working sentences specialized instruction in writing
and sector analysis the grammar upon which since english is one of the languages of
the text is based part II11 proceeds to explain american samoa and is widely used in the
some of the results of using working island schools most of the people in the
sentences in a developmental ESL writing classes had been speaking english for many
course as part of an in country bachelors years to many improving their language
program in american samoa ability in a few short weeks seemed im-

probable the first group met for nearly
in american samoa working sentences three hours every afternoon for seven weeks

worked very well it was used with two but half of that time was spent in a reading
groups of students in an attempt to bring improvement course held in conjunction
their writing skills up to a college level with the writing class and 30 minutes every
all students in both groups were adult day were spent working in the lab only
learners teachers or principals in american about 28 hours of actual classroom instruc-

tionsamoa schools most had received substan-
tial

and practice with working sentences
exposure to and much instruction in were given the second group met during

english over the years consequently their christmas vacation and after school for three
basic conversational skills were quite good weeks following the vacation for a total
and in a casual conversation they could do of 23 class periods away from class the
deceptively well but when it came to formal students still had to work in school all

writing their scores on the michigan test of day long and were involved in a number of

along with working sentences another only one acceptable finished product for
approach to writing improvement composi-
tion

each stepmodelstep model combination any deviation
guided free levels six and eight from the correct product any error how-

evergerald dykstra ed was used and proved minute earns the student a horizontal
to be a good companion to working sen-
tences

arrow indicating that he must repeat the
each day students in the first same step with a different model initially

group spent 30 minutes second group many mistakes are due to simple careless-
nessstudents spent 45 minutes every day in but students soon learn to double

what was called lab working on the guided check their work this teaching of care in
free series since the series is highly in-
dividualized

writing may be one of the greatest unsung
each student was able to advantages of the dykstra series the series

advance at his own speed one student com-
pleted

also has the advantage over other similiar
81 steps another only 20 programs in that it advances gradually

basically the guided free series consists giving the student adequate practice and the
of a series of steps or tasks transforma-
tions

instructions use a minimum of grammatical
substitutions combinations or ad-

ditions
terminology and are supported by readily

ditions of increasing complexity which are understood examples
performed by the student on a number of for further information about this series
models supplied in the book starting with and its possibilities in the classroom see
simple copying the student gradually gerald dykstra toward interactive modes
advances to free writing at the end in the in guided composition TESL reporter
beginning and intermediate steps there is spring 1977.1977
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community and family responsibilities with that even some of the low scoring students
these circumstances in mind the gains made were very stalwart attenders

the students be consideredmustby quite the same thing was true with homework
impressive low correlations in the second group may

the michigan test was given to all stu-
dents

be explained by the fact that some of the
before the class itactually began was lowest scoring students did all their home-

workalso given at the conclusion of the class on they could have done it wrong but
a scale of one to one hundred representing they did it all whether they understood it or

broad of lan-
guage
an extremely range english

or not
skillsskiffs the first class mean raw score

improved from 61.5615 before the class to 70.7707 A statistical look at the michigan test
at its conclusion an improvement of 9.29292 items most frequently missed by students
points a respectable gain even when an is also revealing the test consists of three
allowance is made for practice effect the parts grammar 40 points vocabulary
mean raw score of the second group im-
proved

40 and reading comprehension 20
from 63 to 67.8678 a gain of 4.84848 points twenty nine items were missed by half

the range of student scores especially in or more than half of the students in the
broad initial first group taking the test at the end ofthe second group was very

from the class of these 29 only six 01570151701517o15 wereraw scores on the michigan test ranged
that students in the grammar sectonbecton of the test thirteen37 to 87 it should be noted

scoring below 55 experienced substantial 33 were in the vocabulary section
and ten M50 were in the reading sectionofdifficulty with the content working
both of these to showcomparisons seemsentences and as a group did not benefit
that as a group the class did better onfrom the instruction nearly as much as
the grammar portion of the test the portionthose whose scores were in the sixties
most directly affected by their instructionseventies and low eighties
in the writing class

using the rank difference method a
number of correlations were computed it must be admitted that the students in
see table some of the results were quite this class were highly motivated their

surprising with the first group the highest eventual receipt of a BA degree depended
correlation was between attendance and on their performance in the class however
michigan test score improvement and the in this respect they were not radically dif-

ferentsecond highest correlation was between from many students much credit
improvement and homework completed must be given to the motivation inherent in
both suggesting that working sentences was the materials used mention has already been
the key factor in student improvement the made of the teachability and consequent
number of ofcompositioncomposition guided free steps understandability of sector analysis as

completed by the students did not correlate presented in working sentences the stu-
dentsvery highly with either michigan test score did not complain about the exercises

improvement or final michigan equated being boring or meaningless perhaps be-
causescore with the second group however these they could see the immediate

figures were almost reversed the highest applicability of what they were learning
correlation was between number of guided much of what was presented through
free steps completed and final michigan sector analysis in class was also very useful
test equated score the next highest was to students in the lab as they worked
between guided free steps and michigan through composition guided free the
test score improvement and attendance and lab and the class were mutually supportive
michigan score improvement did not really presenting and practicing many of the same
correlate at all things in fact one student inquired if the

with the second group attendance didnt two books had been designed to be used
correlate highly with anything perhaps together the lab increased the motivation
because since attendance was so good for learning what was taught through work-

ingaverage attendance was above scro9cro90 there sentences and when a student failed to
wasnt a wide enough range not nearly as pass a step in the lab sector analysis
wide as the range of student abilities besides provided a very good vehicle for explaining
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coefficients OF correlation
group I11 group 2

michigan test score equated improvement and
attendance 76.7676 03.0303

michigan test score equated improvement and
homework completed 44.4444 14.1414

final michigan test score equated and
attendance 31.3131 07.0707

final michigan test score equated and
homework completed 38.3838 02.0202

michigan test score equated improvement and
composition guided free steps completed 08.0808 45.4545

final michigan test score equated and
composition guided free steps completed 06og.0606 82.8282

initial michigan test score equated and
composition guided free steps completed iill.1111 58.5858

why he did not pass and what he should
have done

the combination of working sentences
and composition guided free was a suc-
cess TESL reporterin american samoa the one providing
valuable instruction and the other a great
deal of carefully guided individualized

A quarterly publication of the eng-
lish

practice this balance of emphases was only
one reason for the class success however language institute and the
other reasons being the compatibility of the BATESL program of the brigham
materials used their practical design the young university hawaii campus
soundness of the grammar and learning
theory behind them and the motivation
built into them when used by students who editor alice C pack
are at the right level these materials com-
bined staff larkingreg

with enthusiasm and hard work on the
part of both students and teacher should lynn henrichsen
result in improved writing by adult ESL sid jenson
learners not only in american samoa but
wherever they may be articles relevant to teaching english

as a second language in hawaii the
references south pacific and asia may be sub-

mittedalienallenailen robert L rita pompian and doris to the editor through box 157

alienallenailen working sentences 1975 thomas brigham young university hawaii
Y crowell company new york campus laie oahubahu hawaii 96762

manuscripts should be double spaced
dykstra gerald et al composition and typed not exceeding six pages

guided free 1974 levels 6 and 8 in
press teachers college columbia uni-
versityversity new york




